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Have you ever noticed how quickly some houses
sell while others remain on the market for many
months? In today's real estate market, it takes more
than a "For Sale" sign in your front yard to sell
a home. You must be willing to invest your time,
imagination and some work to attract the right
buyer or buyers for your home.

Because so much of a family's financial security
is tied up in the home, the selling process is critical.
Potential home sellers should plan to make repairs
and improvements to enhance their home's
appearance, comfort and convenience in order to
make it more marketable when they are ready to
sell it.

Your home can make an outstanding impression
on potential buyers if you are willing to "package"
it for selling. Listed below are some suggestions for
improving the home's general appearance.

Preparing The Home To Sell

Emotional Appeal. In addition to the obvious
considerations of location, size, quality of construc
tion, condition and design, home buyers look for
special qualities that appeal to their emotions.
Marketing research has shown that buyers respond
positively and feel at ease in a home that give the
sense of:

• Privacy and security
• Spaciousness and relaxation
• Prestige
• Cleanliness and brightness
• Reflection of self
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Strategies For
Selling A Home

Cosmetic changes will increase the perceived
value of the home. When periodical maintenarice
and repairs have been ongoing, a minimal amount
of time and money will be needed. These five steps
can be applied to the entire house or to a single
room. The choice depends on how much time or
money you wish to spend.

1. Consider the Competition.
Take time to find out the selling prices of other

homes which are comparable to yours. Try to set
your home apart by landscaping or a fresh coat of
paint.

2. Consider the Buyer.
To attract specific buyers, improvements can be

made to satisfy certain needs. According to research
conducted by the National Association of Home
Builders, today's home buyers are looking for
energy-efficiency, spaciousness, and low
maintenance. Research cited by Harvard Universi
ty's)oint Center for Housing Studies and published
by William Apgar, et al (1985) provides classifica
tions for home buyers:

First-time Buyers. Nearly two-thirds of this group
want a 3-bedroom home, modestly priced, and a
sound investment.

Trade-up Buyers or Move-up Buyers. This is the
largest and fastest growing segment of the market.
Their principle goal is to find a larger home. Impor
tant features are extra closets, large kitchen with
pantry space, impressive entry, and master bedroom
suite.

Empty-Nesters. Nearly 80 percent of people 55
or older who are planning to move prefer smaller
homes. They are seeking residences with better
security, more convenience, lower cost and less
maintenance. More casual living space with com
bined kitchen and eating area and a smaller yard is
often the choice of this age group.

3. Evaluate Your Product.
How can you highlight your home's best features?

Try to imagine you are a stranger seeing your house
for the first time. Starting your tour from the street
and moving through each room in the house, list
features which attract you. List the drawbacks and
how you can minimize them. Involve a third party,
such as a friend or the real estate agent who will
list the house, to help suggest improvements tl1at
may not be apparent to you.

4. Eliminate Territorial Anxiety.
Uncluttering and neutralizing the inside of your

home can help reduce territorial anxiety among
would-be buyers. Personal decorative finishes such
as stenciling or wall designs will make it difficult
for potential buyers to envision the house as theirs.

5. Maximize Appeal of Your Product.
Studies show that the home with attractive land

scaping will usually sell faster and for a higher price.

Factors That
Create Impact
On Potential Buyers

• Light can make spaces seem larger, more
cheerful. Inadequate light or darkness caused by
dark decorating colors make spaces seem smaller,
more confined and often depressing. Current
fashionable homes feature well lighted living spaces
that appear open and spacious. More light can be
created by lighter colored walls and by adding
skylights or artificial light.

• Color also creates impact on potential buyers.
Neutral colors in paints, wall coverings, carpeting
and window coverings will blend with most
people's furnishings. A gallon of paint gives more
return on the dollar than anything else a seller can
do.

In small areas, such as a bathroom or utility room,
a more personalized approach, such as antique
stained glass and fabric covered walls, can spark the
buyer's interest.

• Sound caused by drippy faucets, whining
toilets, noisy air conditioners, banging gates, and
others may indicate that there are other kinds of
problems. Noise from radios, children and pets can
also be annoying. Ask a friend to babysit or take care
of your pet while the house is being shown.

• Odors can be offensive. Your objective should
be to make the house smell NEW. This may mean
that you do lots of cleaning, painting, and replacing
of items which smell of cigarette smoke, pets,
medicines and other odors.



creating
The Superior
Exterior Package

Look at your home as a critical prospective buyer
does. The entryway and front of the house has the
most significant impact on a buyer. Regardless of
how nice the inside of the home may be, that first
impression from the curb side may keep the buyer
from looking positively at the interior. Make the ex
terior of your home appealing.

If funds for improvements are limited, concen
trate efforts on the front of the house rather than
spreading your efforts everywhere. Trimming
shrubbery and planting inexpensive flowers can
dramatically transform the exterior appearance of
a home. Accent plants should be arranged to appear
three-dimensional and abundant. According to
many researchers, yellow flowers best accentuate
a white house and white flowers work best against
homes of other colors.

A small home can be made to appear larger by
painting the front door the same color as the body
of the house. For instance, a white house with black
shutters will seem smaller if the front door is painted
black. The same house with a white door makes the
home appear more expansive.

Creating
The Superior
Interior Package

The entrance into the front foyer or hallway is
important. It should be an area which is tidy and
has flooring in good condition. Clean or replace
stained or worn carpeting, or remove it to expose
a hardwood floor.

For a more spacious look, eliminate excessive
knicknacks from tabletops and shelves and remove
some artwork and other wall decorations. Similarly,
the furniture may need to be rearranged so that
potential buyers may envision their own belongings
in the room.

Window treatments should not detract from the
impression you are trying to create. Consider win
dow treatments such as louvered shutters, window
shades, and miniblinds which command the least
attention.

Many older homes have carpeting covering hard
wood floors. Many buyers consider hardwood
flooring in dining, living, and family areas an asset,
while carpeting in bedroom areas is preferred.

Since new homes today are equipped with ceil
ing fans, consider adding this selling feature to your
home.

Closets and cabinets should be neatly arranged to
create a feeling of adequate storage space.

Painting, redecorating and major repairs should
be considered relative to the time and expense in
volved. Cleaning, polishing and small repairs may
be time-consuming but not costly, and could be of
great benefit.

Kitchens and master bathrooms :lre generally con
sidered the more influential rooms of the home.
"Newness" is almost always viewed as a positive
characteristic. Ample cabinet and counter space is
important. Color, quality light fixtures and bright
lighting can make the kitchen or bath seem more
appealing. Eliminate infrequently used appliances
and other clutter from countertops.

Summary

By carefully packaging your home for sale rather
than just putting it on the market, you can maximize
the return on your investment. Making the right im
provements does not necessarily mean spending a
great deal of money. It can mean correcting a small
problem like an unpleasant odor or painting the
front door. There are instances where more costly
improvements can produce a positive return, like
exterior repainting or creating an additional
bedroom, but spending thousands on the wrong im
provements can often yield nothing.

Your overall goal is to give the buyer confidence
in you and your home, and to help the buyer
visualize it as his/her own. You should never use
packaging techniques as a way of hiding serious pro
lems or defects in your home. Rather, packaging
should be used as a positive means to maximize the
perceived value of what you already have.

Whether you use a real estate agent or sell on your
own, effective packaging is the key to getting the
most out of your largest personal investment.
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Before You
Hang That
"For Sale" Sign

First Impressions Are Lasting
[ ] Trim and edge your lawn weekly.
[ ] Touch up trim around front porch;

add potted flowers, sweep/hose off
porch regularly.

] Clean yard completely of all tools,
toys, bikes, etc.

] Clean and repair all screens on doors
and windows.

] Keep hoses and sprinklers neatly
stored.

] Clean gutters and downspouts.
] Arrange attractive lawn furniture to

sell outdoor living potential.

Grooming The House
[ ] Clean and/or paint woodwork and

walls; choose contemporary colors
found in new homes selling today
to appeal to today's buyers.

] Polish cabinets and woodwork,
touch up dents and scratches.

] Clean all windows so they sparkle.
] Arrange furniture for aesthetics and

spaciousness.
] Repair/replace wallpaper.
] Finish remodeling projects in

progress and put tools away.
] Polish silver, brass, copper until it

gleams.
] Sort, throw out, have a garage sale

first. Look through every closet and
cabinet. Spacious looking storage is
important to a buyer.

Let The Light Shine In
[ ] Check your draperies to be sure they

work and are hung correctly.
[ ] Leave draperies open when

possible.
[ ] Keep window 'shades at same

height.
[ ] Have working light bulbs in all

fixtures.
[ ] Clean and polish all light fixtures

and switch plates.
[ ] Clean all ceiling fans and be sure

they are oiled and in working order.
[ ] Use mirrors to maximize the feeling

of light and size in a room.

Easy Fix-Ups
[ ] Remove mildew.
[ ] Repair leaky faucets.
[ ] Check plumbing under sinks and

repair small leaks.
[ ] Check faucet screens for any sedi

ment that impedes water flow.
[ ] Check shower head for sediment.
[ ] Replace broken glass in windows;

recaulk if necessary.
[ ] Open and close all windows and

repair if necessary.
] Check doors to make sure they all

work properly; repair if necessary.
] Repair toilets ..
] Test door bell, chimes, burglar and

smoke alarms.
] Caulk and grout bathroom tile.
] Test all electrical outlets.
] Label each circuit or fuse at circuit

breaker.
] Change or clean furnace and air con

ditioning filters.
] Have equipment serviced if needed.
] Repair kitchen appliances:

refrigerators, stove, microwave,
trash compactor, dishwasher.

] Caulk and weatherstrip around
doors and windows.

Helpful Information For AProspective Buyer
] A copy of your utility bills for the

last year.
] Copies of guarantees and warranties

on major appliances and heating and
cooling systems.

] Copies of heating and cooling
system service programs.

] Receipts from any major repairs.
] List of improvements made within

the past five years.
] List of amenities which are not

visible (special cabinet interiors,
unusual wiring, attic storage,
insulation, etc.).

] Information about neighbors and in
formation on why you enjoyed
living in your present home.
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